PLEASE DONATE YOUR UNWANTED CRAYONS

Crayons are a petroleum product that take many years to biodegrade.

MORE THAN 500,000 POUNDS OF CRAYONS ARE DISCARDED EVERY YEAR IN THE U.S. ALONE!

Just think for a moment, "How many dumpsters does that fill?"

The National Crayon Recycle Program recycles unwanted, rejected, broken crayons into new crayons, keeping thousands of pounds out of the landfills and back into the creative hands of children!

HELP US GO GREEN IN ALL THE COLORS!

nationalcrayonrecycleprogram.org
@crazycrayonsllc
@crayonrecycleprogram
HOW TO SHIP YOUR CRAYONS

You don’t have to do anything to the crayons you’re donating! Just collect your old crayons (any amount), place in a sturdy box, tape them securely and ship them as they are - wrapped, broken or barely used - we recycle them all.

If you would like to assist further, sorting the crayons by color group before shipping can be a great interactive learning experience for children and highly appreciated by us.

We also appreciate your help covering the shipping expense for your donated crayons. The NATIONAL CRAYON RECYCLE PROGRAM could not exist without this added effort on your part.

The NATIONAL CRAYON RECYCLE PROGRAM is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit corporation. We do not receive funding for the shipment of donations, but the cost of shipping and/or any financial donations are eligible for tax deductions.

COST SAVING TIP: USPS offers Priority Flat Rate boxes for a standard fee regardless of weight.

SHIP TO:
National Crayon Recycle Program
6495 E. Placita Madera Antigua
Sahuarita, AZ 85629

SCAN for Additional Details on Donations and Sorting.